Creating
Smarter
Schools
The cloud-based MIS for
primary schools

www.scholarpack.com

Find out why switching to ScholarPack just makes sense

WE’RE SCHOL ARPACK.

Our promise is to help make
schools a smarter place.
This promise is built on 3 pillars.
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Smart Data

Forward Thinking

Safe & Secure

Data is only useful if
you know how to use it.
We provide a platform
that chops up, lines up
and serves up your data
ready for you to learn.

Education is always
moving forward and
we strive to stay ahead
of the curve to make
sure that your school is
never left behind.

Two words that mean
so much in today’s
society. We promise
that your data is exactly
that; your data.

www.scholarpack.com

O U R M I S S I O N S TAT E M E N T

We love schools. We love the noise,
the laughter, the mayhem.
They’re places that shape us all and make us smarter. It’s our
mission to help make schools smarter from top to bottom.
Our easy to use, feature rich management system allows schools
to make sense of their data and see what’s really going on.
From attendance and assessments to accidents and incidents,
ScholarPack helps schools record, manage and review everything
that’s going on.

And the result?
All-round smarter schools.

01522 716 048
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WHY SWITCH TO SCHOL ARPACK?

The same reasons
more schools
switch to us than to
any other provider.

ScholarPack is easy to use, keeps your data safe and
secure and will have you census-ready from day 1;
just some of the reasons over 1000 schools have made
the move. In fact, more schools switched to ScholarPack
last year than to all the other systems combined.

ScholarPack is such a great
system and really user friendly!
CASTLE HOUSE SCHOOL
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I T ’ S E A S Y, S E C U R E A N D A W H O L E L O T M O R E .

Easy as
1,2,3

Standout
Support

Safe &
Secure

Big on Features
Small on Price

Trust the
Trends

Migreation

01522 716 048
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Easy as 1,2,3

Standout Support

Our system is so intuitive
and easy to use, 97% of users
feel fully confident after just
1 training day. Plus, we use
feedback directly from schools
to keep making it easier. What
more could you want?

This is where we really
stand out.
Our UK Support Team genuinely
enjoy taking your calls and
fixing your issues. We fix
them really quickly too, with
9/10 issues resolved in just 10
minutes.

DID YOU KNOW?

WE’VE GOT A 98% SCHOOL
SATISFACTION RATING *
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* ScholarPack customer feedback data academic year 2017/18

Safe & Secure
We take your data security
seriously. Not only is your data
backed up 3 times a day, but we
also use the latest encryption
technology to keep it for your
school’s eyes only.
We also include tools to help
make you GDPR-compliant,
right out of the box.

Big on Features
Small on Price
Here’s a bombshell for you: for
academies, ScholarPack is up to
55% cheaper than SIMS. Let that
sink in. But cheaper doesn’t mean
we skimp on your package.
Our core system contains lots
more modules as standard that
most other providers charge
extra for.

DID YOU KNOW?

SCHOL ARPACK IS UP TO
55% CHEAPER THAN SIMS

01522 716 048
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Trust the Trends

Migreation

The trends don’t lie. Last year,
more schools switched to
ScholarPack than to all the
other systems combined. And
we keep our existing schools
happy too - we’ve got a marketleading 99%* retention rate.

Switching to ScholarPack is
super simple. So simple, we
guarantee to have you censusready on day 1 and fully
migrated on day 14.

DID YOU KNOW?

WE’LL HAVE YOU CENSUS-READY
FROM DAY 1
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*DfE FOI requests on MIS census data 2016-2018

The right package
is just around the
corner
Our packages are designed with flexibility in mind. At the core is ScholarPack MIS,
which is the heart of your system. Add our other packages as you need them, to make
ScholarPack really work for you.

ScholarPack
MIS

OUR CORE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

P10

ScholarPack
Assessment

OUR ASSESSMENT SOLUTION

P12

ScholarPack
Comms

OUR COMMUNICATIONS PACKAGE

P16

ScholarPack
Dashboard

OUR MULTI-SCHOOL ANALYSIS MODULE

P18

01522 716 048
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ScholarPack

MIS

OUR CORE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
ScholarPack MIS is packed with all the features you need to jump straight in. Perfect for schools
of all sizes, whether you’re an academy, free school or a maintained school, ScholarPack MIS will
fit the bill.
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Attendance

Personnel

Behaviour

You’ll never need to use paper
registers again. ScholarPack automates
the way your school handles day-today attendance, ensuring an efficient
registration process in both the
classroom and the office.

Manage all your staff information and
data in one place. You can record staff
contract and attendance information
and create your own single central
record. It’s simple to use and can be
limited to only those who need to view
and edit this information.

Track both positive and negative
behaviour from within the classroom
and use reports to follow behaviour
patterns. Individual items can be
renamed to suit your school’s needs.

Meals

Interventions

Census

Manage your pupil and staff daily
meal choices with our in-built meals
module. The system allows you to add
and track payments, create debt letters
and print out reports ready for your
kitchen staff at lunchtime.

The interventions module gives you
the tools to identify and track those
pupils who may need additional
support in certain areas. Adding
running costs and recording session
data allows you to analyse your budget
compared with the progress of the
group over a given time frame.

The census module only asks
for the data you haven’t already
entered elsewhere. The rest is pulled
automatically. Set up and solve any
issues or queries on screen and
download the finished return - simple!

Clubs

SEND

Reporting

Track all your clubs before, during and
after school with our clubs module.
Take electronic registers and manage
payments all within the same system.
If clubs change or are cancelled, you
can alert parents with a text in just a
few clicks.

Track and analyse all your special
educational needs and disabilities
data as well as confidential and child
protection information - all securely
stored for your safeguarding team.

Our easy to use reporting module
allows you to chop up and analyse
your data in real time. We provide
hundreds of ready-made reports
designed for primary schools so you
can get going from day 1.

01522 716 048
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ScholarPack

Assessment
OUR ASSESSMENT SOLUTION
ScholarPack Assessment allows you to track progress simply. We’ve got an extensive range of powerful
reporting tools and an easy to use markbook that gives great insights into what’s really going on in your school.
Linking the assessment module with the core MIS ensures all of your pupil information is up to date and ready to
be analysed at any time.
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Stages & Steps
ASSESSMENT EXPLAINED
Stages and Steps are simple, easy and dynamic. Track progress and attainment across individual pupils and cohorts, then
identify pupils at risk of falling behind. At each assessment, teachers make a judgement about how children are doing, based
on their understanding of the curriculum. Pupils on track remain ‘secure’ throughout the year - all of this data can be captured
in the Formative and Summative Markbooks.
It’s as simple as entering a mark - no reports to configure or design.

Emerging

Developing

Secure

B ELOW AG E-R EL ATED

WO R K ING TOWARDS AGE-RE L ATE D

AGE-RE L ATE D

The child is not working at an
age-related expectation. Some
of these children have additional
learning or support needs.

The child is only able to access agerelated content with support. They may
need to focus on content from lower
year groups to fill the gaps in their
learning in order to access age-related
expectations. The child might need
intervention to catch up with their peers.

The child is academically secure and
demonstrates that they understand what
has been taught and can apply their skills
at an age-related level. The majority of
children fit within this band.

Exceeding

Exceeding +

ABOVE AG E-R EL ATED

WE LL AB OV E AGE-RE L ATE D

The child has mastered what has
been taught and can demonstrate this
understanding in different contexts. They
are beginning to work at greater depth
and are more able than most of their
peers.

The child shows an extraordinary talent
in this subject. These are your most able
children; aspirational targets can be set
to challenge high achievers.

01522 716 048
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OUR ASSESSMENT SOLUTION

We’ve got the perfect
tool for recording
assessment

ScholarPack makes target-setting straightforward.
An average child making good progress will gain 1 step each
checkpoint, or in other words, 6 steps each year.
Knowing this helps us to identify how many steps children
might need to make in order to catch up, based on their
starting point and the end of Key Stage expectation.

Our staff find the assessment package
excellent – we have also recommended
it to other schools.

WILBURY PRIMARY SCHOOL
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MODULES INCLUDED IN THE ASSESSMENT PACKAGE:

Zero
Setup

Vulnerable
Groups

Customisable
Statements

We know the way schools
work. We know class structures
and systems, so setting up
the assessment package is
hassle-free for you. Markbooks
and reports are automatically
created “out of the box”.

Track and analyse progress and
attainment for any group in your
school using our powerful Data
Digger. Do the children who
started in your nursery make
more progress than those who
didn’t? Now it’s easy to find out.

Our formative markbooks allow
teachers to track progress
against any learning objective,
in or out of the academic year.
Customise the pre-loaded DfE
curriculum or define your own
- the choice is yours.

Ready-Made
Reports

Built-In
Colour Coding

Real-Time
Data

Our pre-configured reports
show an overview of your
school at a glance. Common
groups such as pupil premium,
ethnicity, FSM, gender and
others are all ready-made.

Teacher-friendly colour coding
for attainment and progress is
used throughout the system so
you can easily spot children at
risk of falling behind. Create
an intervention group directly
from the report as needed.

All our reports run in real time
calculating percentages based
on the most up-to-date data
so you can make real-time
decisions.

01522 716 048
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ScholarPack

Comms
O U R C O M M U N I C AT I O N S PA C K A G E
ScholarPack Comms lets you communicate with parents and staff quickly and easily from one
place. No more messing around with different templates and different programs, just choose SMS,
email or letter, type your message and click ‘send’. And because it’s all linked to ScholarPack MIS,
your data is always up to date.
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MODULES INCLUDED IN THE COMMS PACKAGE:

Contact
Groups

Message
Templates

SMS, Emails &
Letters

Use our built-in groups (forms,
classes, years, clubs, interventions,
attendance and dynamic/static
groups) to send communications or
use the quick group builder to make
your own. Groups are saved for later
so you never have to build them
again.

Save time by storing message
templates for all types of
communication so you can have
common messages ready to go.
Whether it’s a snow day message or
an attendance reminder, our Comms
package makes it easy.

Choose the option that’s right
for you. You can send instant
SMS messages and emails with
attachments, or print out letters from
within the dashboard. We offer SMS
bundles or a pay-as-you-go option.

Dynamic
Fields

Real-Time
Updates

Use our powerful dynamic fields to
customise messages for parents.
You can mail merge lots of common
fields like names, addresses or
attendance statistics, so you know
your letters, emails or SMS messages
are always accurate.

Don’t waste time waiting for phone
number or address changes to
update in your communications
system. With ScholarPack Comms,
changes are transferred instantly so
you can communicate with parents
as soon as contact information is
updated.

01522 716 048
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ScholarPack

Dashboard

Powered by

O U R M U LT I - S C H O O L A N A LY S I S M O D U L E
ScholarPack Dashboard is a new technology powered by Assembly, the school analytics specialists. It is
specifically designed for multi-academy trusts, local authorities and groups of schools to compare data in
real time, giving you a high-level overview of how schools are performing. It’s great for comparing data
from 3 or more schools, and has a selection of nifty analytical tools to help you understand the big picture.
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Fast Data
Analysis

Intuitive
benchmarking

Analyse data in a central dashboard covering
all schools in a cluster. Data is pulled in from
each school’s database so you don’t need to
manually compile it. We can compare SATs
results, attendance information, internal
assessments and much more.

Compare data from all your schools
to get a high-level overview of
performance in key areas. The tool has
built-in aggregations for key groups
such as pupil premium, gender and
region, and even uses national data to
contextualise your performance.

Simple Multi-Site
Working

Powered by
Assembly

Enable your staff to work across multiple
sites from any location and using any
device. Switching between schools
takes seconds and ensures that staff can
allocate their time to where it is most
needed. Adding new schools is quick and
simple so the system can grow as your
cluster does.

Our technology is built in partnership with
Assembly, the school analytics specialists.
By working together, we’ve created a
tool that analyses all the most important
ScholarPack data, while also enabling you
to blend in information stored in other
key systems.

01522 716 048
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Get in touch
ScholarPack,
The Pelham Centre,
Witham House,
Canwick Rd,
Lincoln LN5 8HE

Sales
Support

01522 716 048
01522 716 049

sales@scholarpack.com
support@scholarpack.com

